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Num’axes Canicalm  
First Dog Bark Collar 
5 Automatic Switch Mode Levels 
 

Safety Shutdown to Prevent over Correction 

Your Dog’s Bark - Vibration Activated     

Shower Proof Collar Casing 
 

You may Upgrade to Num’axes Canicalm Premium Dog Bark Collar for advance training  
http://www.thedogline.com.au/buy/canicalm-premium-anti-bark-collar 

 

http://www.thedogline.com.au/buy/canicalm-first-dog-barking-collar 

AUTO SWITCH 5 PROGRESSIVE STIMULATION LEVELS 

The Canicalm First Dog Bark collar gives automatic corrections for your dog’s nuisance barking. At the 

1st bark, a Beep sound is produced. Then within 30 seconds a 2nd bark detected, a beep sound and a low 

stimulation in short duration are emitted. Another 30 seconds on the 3rd bark, a beep sound in low 

stimulation with long duration is emitted. And for persistent dog, on its 4th bark within 30 seconds, a 

beep sound with strong stimulation in short duration is emitted. And for headstrong dog, on its 5th bark 

within 30 seconds, a beep sound with strong stimulation and in long duration will surely correct the 

behaviour of your pet. 

AUTO-SHUTDOWN SAFETY FEATURE 

The Canicalm First Dog Bark Collar is worry free because your dog is 

protected with this safety feature even you are away from home. The 

anti-bark collar will go into safety mode automatically if your dog barks 5 

times really quickly and will not be given a correction 5 times. It will shut 

down for 2 minutes and restart itself back to normal operating mode. 

MAXIMUM LITHIUM BATTERY LIFE 

This Canicalm First Dog Bark Collar is powered with heavy duty 3-V CR2 

Lithium Battery that will last up to 3 months before replacement. 

COMFORTABLE STRAP FOR THE COLLAR 

Canicalm First Dog Bark Collar strap is adjustable to fit on the neck of the 

dog. It has length of 64cm and width of 20mm that is comfortably fit for the neck sizes from 20cm to 

67cm that secures the bark collar. 

NEON LIGHT BULB TEST INDICATOR 

This tool will ensure you that the Canicalm First Dog Bark collar is working perfectly, using the neon light 

bulb for testing purposes before strapping it in your dog. 

A WARRANTY FOR 2 YEARS WITH NUM’AXES S 

To guarantee that Num’axes has the best quality Canicalm First Dog Bark Collar, this product is covered 

with 2 year warranty. 
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